Abstract. It is shown by example that the left and right multipliers of a C*-algebra do not always span the linear space of quasi-multipliers.
A (see [2] and [1, Proposition 4.2] ). Akemann and Pedersen [1] have raised the conjecture that QM(A) = LM(A) + RM (A). We develop here a counterexample.
Let H be the Hubert space /2(R). For each r E R, write |r for the characteristic function of the singleton {r}; mr for the orthogonal projection of H onto the subspace generated by {£,: t > r); and write pr for the projection complementary to mr. Let B(H) be the set of all bounded operators on H and B0(H) the set of compact operators. 
Lemma 3. LM(^i) = LM(A~) n LM(A+).

Proof. That LA/CO n LA/(.4 +) c LM(^) is trivial. Let w E LM(A)
be arbitrary. Assume d(p0wir0) > N0. Then, for some n > 0, d(p0wx0pn) > N0 as well. Evidently tT0pn is in A, so that w0/7" is in A as well. In particular wn0pn is in A~ so d(p0wn0pn) < n0: an absurdity. It follows by Lemma 1 that w E LM(A~).
Assume that, for some t E R, lim^^, irrwpt =£ 0. Then, for some e > 0 and each natural number n, there exist finite subsets {r(n; j)}"1^ and {¿(h;/)}™*"/ of R such that \a"\ = 1 and \ir"wpt(a")\ > e where a" = SJi"/ r(n; j)£s(n.jy Let t be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of H generated by the set of all the vectors 4(«^-Evidently 177, -p,r is in A. Hence wptr is in A and, in particular, in A + as well. Thus 0 = lim ||77-"w/7,t|| > lim ¡■7r"wplT(a")\ > e " n since r(an) = a": an absurdity. It follows by Lemma 2 that w E LM(A+).
Q.E.D.
We note that, since evidently QM(A~) n QM(A+) c ÖA/04), we have QM(A) = 5(tt).
Theorem. LMC4) + RM (A) == 0A/(yI). From Lemma 1, d(p0vnr) < N0. Thus ||s7rr -y\\ < 1/2 for some operator y with countable rank: an absurdity. Q.E.D.
